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LIBERTY AND POWER
A Dialogue on Religion and U.S. Foreign Policy in an Unjust World

J. Bryan Hehir, Michael Walzer, Louise Richardson, Shibley Telhami,
Charles Krauthammer, and James Lindsay

How a nation “commits itself to freedom” has long been at the heart
of debates about foreign aid, economic sanctions, and military
intervention. Moral and faith traditions have much to say about what is

required to achieve this end. And after September 11, no one can doubt the
importance of religious beliefs in influencing relations among peoples
and nations.

Can religious convictions promote a more moral foreign policy? Do
they lead to fanaticism, or do they encourage a new realism about the
forces shaping the choices confronting the United States?

The contributors to this volume come at the issue from very different
perspectives and offer exceptional and unexpected insights on a question now at
the forefront of American foreign policy.

Father J. Bryan Hehir is president and CEO of Catholic Charities USA and a
professor of ethics and international affairs at Georgetown University.
 Michael Walzer is a professor of social science at the Institute for
Advanced Study at Princeton University.
 Louise Richardson is executive dean of the Radcliffe Institute for Advanced
Study at Harvard University.
 Shibley Telhami is a nonresident senior fellow in the Foreign Policy Studies
program at the Brookings Institution and Anwar Sadat Professor
for Peace and Development at the University of Maryland.
 Charles Krauthammer is a Pulitzer Prize-winning syndicated columnist for the
Washington Post Writers Group.
 James Lindsay is vice president, Maurice R. Greenberg chair, and director of
studies at the Council on Foreign Relations.
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